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Reggae 1999 containing detailed reviews of 100 recordings from the skatalites
to sizzla this guide covers the acknowledged classics and plenty of others that
deserve to be
The Rough Guide to Prague 2002 the rough guide to prague is the insider s
handbook to the czech capital features include entertaining accounts of all the
sights from the vast castle complex to the modern art museum plus excursions
outside the city extensive listings of the best places to stay eat and drink and the
last word on the city s nightlife incisive background on prague s culture and
history ranging from new wave cinema to the story of the velvet revolution full
colour map section plus 20 other maps and plans
The Bahamas 2003 the rough guides series contain full color photos three maps
in one and arewaterproof and tearproof they contain thousands of keyed listings
and brightnew graphics
Indonesia 2003 this newly designed edition includes a full colour section at the
front of the guide featuring the authors selected highlights of the country
throughout there is in depth coverage of all the sights from bali s stunning white
beaches and temples tothe enigmatic ruins of java and the jungles of sumatra
there are first hand recommendations of the best places to surf dive and trek and
comprehensive listings of the best value accommodation and eateries for all
budgets a detailed contexts section provides the reader with informed
background on indonesia s history religions and music
The Rough Guide to New Zealand 2002 combining the most extraordinary
aspects of both wild and cosmopolitan new zealand this rough guide offers
unparalleled coverage of activities and accommodations of color photos 80 maps
The Rough Guide to Tuscany and Umbria 2003 the rough guide to tuscany and
umbria is the ultimate handbook to one of italy s most spectacular and culturally
rich regions features include bull full colour section introducing the region s
highlights bull detailed accounts of every sight from the monuments of florence
siena and assisi to ancient etruscan ruins bull in the know reviews of the best
places to eat drink and stay at all prices bull practical tips on a host of activities
from attending the spoleto festival to walking in the monti sibillini bull revealing
background on a huge range of topics including st francis the pazzi conspiracy
and umbrian truffles bull maps and plans for every region
Southeast Asia 2002 the rough guides series contain full color photos three maps
in one and arewaterproof and tearproof they contain thousands of keyed listings
and brightnew graphics
The Rough Guide to Crete 2001 the definitive handbook to one of the most
spectacular greek islands in depth coverage of the great palace of knossos and
dozens of other minoan greek roman byzantine and venetian sights detailed
accounts of the pick of the island s walks including the samarian and imbros
gorges and the low down on the finest unspoilt beaches insider s reviews of the
best places to eat drink and sleep from seaside resorts to remote mountain



villages perceptive background features including history archeology wildlife food
and drink the times excellent and characterfully written
The Rough Guide to France 2003 from cosmopolitan paris to the sunny cote d
azur from historical normandy to the rocky pyrenes this new edition updates the
best of towns attractions and landscapes of every region 100 maps of color
photos
The Rough Guide to Syria 2001 the rough guide to syria is the essential guide
to this compact but culturally rich middle eastern country features include
thorough accounts of all the monuments from the ancient remains at palmyra
and ugarit to stately mosques and hilltop crusader castles practical advice on
shopping in the souks of damascus and aleppo and exploring the desert plains
informed guidance on how to travel independently and where to eat and sleep in
every price range detailed background on the country s history culture
architecture and politics
The Rough Guide to Amsterdam 2003 this guide features a full listing of
amsterdam s bars brown cafes restaurants and nightclubs as well as
accommodation to suit any traveller there are accounts giving insight into well
known sights such as anne frank s house and lesser known attractions from
indonesian restaurants to art deco hotels there are critical listings on the best
places to stay from hostels to houseboats to upmarket hotels the final section of
the guide includes articles on amsterdam s history arts and literature
The Rough Guide to Vienna 2001 this distinctive city guide swells with incisive
listings to the best and best value vienna offerings in hotels restaurants and night
life as well as the city s famous cafes information on vienna s spectacular sights
and day trips both inside and outside the city is featured 30 maps and plans of
color maps
Sweden 2003 the rough guide to sweden is the ultimate guidebook to a
fascinating but often overlooked country features include full colour section
including sweden s highlights in depth coverage of all the attractions in this
unspoilt land of lakes and forests from elegant stockholm to remote villages in
northern lapland insiders review of the best places to stay and eat in what is fast
becoming one of the best value tourist destinations in europe practical tips on
exploring the stunning scenery including information on hiking winter sports and
the national parks maps and plans for every region
The Rough Guide to Switzerland 2003 the rough guide to switzerland digs
beneath the hype to show you how to get the best of this beautiful country a full
colour section introduces switzerland s highlights from the iconic matterhorn to
zurich s markets throughout the guide there are inspiring accounts of every
attraction from world class art galleries to classic train journeys there is practical
advice on where to find the best mountain walks the most scenic ski resorts and
perfect alpine hideaways in addition there are accommodation reviews for all
budgets and in depth background on swiss culture history and wildlife



The Rough Guide to Norway 2003 the rough guide to norway covers everything
from urbane oslo to the remote arctic town of tromso and from the idyllic off
shore islands to the awe inspiring fjords it contains a 24 page full colour
photographic introduction previewing the country s highlights as chosen by the
author
Croatia 2003 the rough guide to croatia is the most comprehensive handbook to
this spectacular destination a 24 page full colour section introduces croatia s
highlights from the medieval city of dubrovnik to the beaches of the dalmatian
coast throughout there are discerning reviews of all the best places to stay eat
and drink to suit any pocket finally the contexts section provides an authoritative
background on croatia s history politics and culture
The Dominican Republic 2002 the rough guides series contain full color photos
three maps in one and arewaterproof and tearproof they contain thousands of
keyed listings and brightnew graphics
The Rough Guide to Boston 2003 this compact rough guide traces boston s
revolutionary past and revitalized present from brahmins and baked beans to hip
bars and bookstores also included is extensive coverage of cambridge home to
harvard university and the site of a great cafe scene 12 pages of color maps
First-time Europe 2003 this handy manual is jam packed with the practicalities
getting a passport saving money on flights and rail passes planning an itinerary
and staying healthy cartoon illustrations 7 maps
The Rough Guide to Wales 2003 this guide covers everything from wales
pumping nightlife and rural cosmopolitanism to its crags and castles critical
reviews are given on accommodation and restaurants suiting all pockets from
budget to luxury there are detailed descriptions of numerous walks from gentle
lakeside strolls to serious mountain scrambles and water sports including surfing
and the locally pioneered sport of coasteering
The Rough Guide to Portugal 2002 now in its 9th edition this guide just keeps
getting better the rough guide to portugal features exhaustive listings on all
ranges of accommodation from basic pensiones to luxury hotels and up to date
facts on sightseeing shopping day trips dining and more as always we also give
you the inside scoop on secluded beaches fado joints and port tasting sessions on
the banks of the porto
Corsica 2003 one of the mediterranean s most accessible yet least spoilt islands
with some of its best beaches and most beautiful mountain scenery corsica is an
increasingly popular holiday destination this guide features detailed town write
ups as well as fully up to date hotel and restaurant listings this edition includes a
new chapter on long distance walks including a full account of gr20 regarded as
europe s leading haute route
100 Essential Dub Albums 2014-05-14 100 essential dub albums features an
overview of 100 classic dub albums as chosen by autumn 66 records
The Ionian Islands 2003 this guide to the ionian islands opens with a 16 page full



colour introduction which highlights 20 things not to miss from windsurfing in
vassaliki to hiking the corfu trail there is coverage of dozens of towns and resorts
and practical guidance on getting off the beaten track from the mountains of
cephalonia to remote corfu beaches the guide also provides details of the
network of ferry and bus services and gives tips on how to plan your trip
Jamaica 2004 a look at the land and the people of jamaica
Reggae on CD 1996 european authors bring travelers the hidden highlights
others miss including the best values across the continent and insights into
europe s cultural political and contemporary life of color photos 103 maps
The Rough Guide Europe 2002 this pocket sized book covers the back beat and
its circulation through the world and traces its innovators hundreds of
recommendations and reviews are included photos
Drum 'n' Bass 1999 this work aims to offer in a single volume a comprehensive
guide to healthy travel the first section offers useful pre travel information on
such topics as inoculations and a suggested medical kit there is also a section
aimed at travellers with special needs including the female pregnant or diabetic
traveller there is an a to z of diseases and health risks detailing symptoms and
treatments a section on which health risks are most common in each part of the
globe and how best to prepare for them and a directory of health contacts world
wide including the latest online services
The Rough Guide to Travel Health 2001 the ultimate pocket guide to this dynamic
city the rough guide to tokyo provides informed accounts of every attraction from
the the futuristic odaiba to the temple town of asakusa also included is up to date
advice on where to stay eat shop and go out information on excursions to mount
fuji yokohama s chinatown and the dazzling shrines of nikko is also provided this
edition contains full coverage of the grounds and their surrounding areas of all
the venues of the 2002 world cup
The Rough Guide to Tokyo 2001 cuba is home to some of the world s most
vibrant popular music in the world from son and rumba to salsa and chachacha
the rough guide to cuban music introduces the full range of cuba s varied musical
traditions and tells the story of their greatest performers legends like beny more
celina gonzalea alongside more recent stars such as carlos varela includes
features on the origins and development of the various musical genres a
biographical directory of over 100 key artists with dozens of photographs also
draws up some critical discographies recommending the pick of each artist s
output
The Rough Guide to Cuban Music 2001 the definitive handbook to the island with
in depth coverage of mao ciutadella and all the sights from megalithic
monuments to fine old country mansions includes up to the minute
recommendations of the best places to eat drink and stay in all price ranges and
practical tips on the island s favourite walking routes plus the pick of the beaches
The Mini Rough Guide to Menorca 2001 fully updated this irreverent guide to



the city of angels focuses on both the major tourist destinations as well as lesser
known gems and curiosities a colour photograph section brings the city s
highlights to life from the hollywood hills to santa monica boulevard each chapter
gives detailed coverage of each area s attractions from accommodation and
restaurants to galleries shops sports activities and child oriented diversions there
are also feature articles on such subjects as hollywood la on film architecture and
la people
The Rough Guide to Los Angeles 2003 the rough guide to st petersburg is the
definitive guide to russia s most beautiful city features include lively accounts of
all the great sights from the grandiose nevskiy prospekt to the peerless art
collection of the hermitage candid reviews of the best places to stay eat and
drink in all price ranges detailed accounts of day trips to the imperial palaces of
peterhof and tsarskoe selo and the ancient city of novgorod informed coverage of
st petersburg s history and politics from peter the great to the post communist
era
The Rough Guide to St Petersburg 2001 the grateful dead s 100 essential songs
examines the band s remarkable musical legacy delving into 100 songs plus a
few extras performed by the dead throughout their career it includes a playlist of
performance and studio recordings as well as other song analyses and first hand
narratives of hundreds of dead concerts
The Grateful Dead's 100 Essential Songs 2018-11-15 a selection of rock albums
from the 50 s to the 90 s that packs the whole story of rock from zillion sellers to
the wilfully obscure reviews the artist the album and sone of the individual songs
Rock 1999 just in time for the 2000 olympics this guide goes down under to
provide in depth accounts of every region from tasmania to the tropics from
wildlife to wild melbourne nightlife this fully updated edition features more
information on exploring the outback and adventure activities as well as the
latest on getting to or staying away from the olympic games
Australia 1999 the brand new rough guide to the loire is the essential guide to
one of france s most popular regions a world heritage site the loire is famed for
its soft fertile countryside and a marvellous parade of châteaux the main section
of the guide has informed accounts of every attraction from the fascinating
troglodyte dwellings carved out of rock faces around saumur to the compelling
gardens at villandry the listings tell you where to find the best wines the tastiest
goat s cheese and the most interesting places to stay there are maps and plans
throughout and a full colour introductory section listing the author s favourite
things not to miss in the contexts section there is detailed background on the
region s culture cuisine wine festivals and history
The Rough Guide to the Loire 2004 now firmly back on the tourist map croatia
offers visitors the choice of some of europe s finest coastal and mountain scenery
as well as historic and vibrant cities such as dubrovnik and zagreb this rough
guide has lively accounts of all the sights and reviews of the best value for money



accommodation and dining options informed background on croatia s history
culture and politics complete the picture
The Rough Guide to Croatia 2000 planning a trip around the world the rough
guide to first time around the world is loaded with the very latest travel
information from visas and insurance to vaccinations and round the world tickets
this guidebook will help you design the best possible trip with tips on using your
phone abroad and guidance on which websites apps and travel agencies to use to
get the best deals and advice you ll find insightful information on what to pack
and which festivals not to miss how to stay safe and perhaps most important how
to get under the skin of a place and meet the locals in a natural way in addition to
an inspirational full color things not to miss section the rough guide to first time
around the world includes regional profiles and maps to help you plan your route
and plenty of practical advice to help you save money this guide has everything
you need to make your trip as enriching and memorable as it should be make the
most of your time with the rough guide to first time around the world series
overview for more than thirty years adventurous travelers have turned to rough
guides for up to date and intuitive information from expert authors with
opinionated and lively writing honest reviews and a strong cultural background
rough guides travel books bring more than 200 destinations to life visit
roughguides com to learn more
First-time Around the World 2003
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